
From the Diaries of Josephites…….  

                      J U S T  B O R N....!!  

I was born a child just few inches high, 

I don't know to speak but was just able to cry,  

I don't know I will live or I will die,  

Will I be able to say everyone hey or have to just wave a goodbye,  

I have mixed feelings of pain, relief, joy and sigh!!  

 

I am in the hands of doctor so glad,  

So small, all wet in blood so red,  

When I opened my eyes I was in MOM's hand, 

At a distance with a broad smile there stood DAD!! 

 

In Mom's eyes though there are tears,  

But I know she is thanking god for the best gift this NEW YEAR,  

To my parents I am an award, 

I will start the journey of my new life in the name of you GOD!!  

 

❤❤Praying you lord from dusk till dawn,  

I am a small baby JUST BORN!! ❤❤ 

              

--By Rishita Jain 

 

 



Creaming the people: caste-based reservations need to be recast 

for sake of a Fairer Society 

In India we stay away from certain issues in the name of political 

correctness. Sadly, those are the issues that need attention the most. One 

such contentious in India is caste-based reservations. Many protests like for 

example- a community‟s protest in Gujarat may have stopped spilling over 

the streaks, but the issue remains in people‟s hearts. However, we must 

focus on the long term interest of the nation. We must also have a 

reservation policy that best achieves the primary objectives- have a fairer, 

more equal society. We must also accept that reservation is a short cut. It 

doesn‟t create opportunity. It simply takes opportunity from someone 

deserving and hands it to another purely on the bases of birth. In doing so it 

divides society and demotivates the talented. Hence, reservation is neither 

victimless nor costless to society. 

Around 50% of enrollment in central government educational institutions as 

well as govt. jobs placements are reserved. One reserved group has a 

concept of creamy layer, where families with income of more than Rs 6 lakh 

per annum can‟t be eligible for reservation benefits. This doesn‟t apply to 

another group. This dramatic rise of share of people from backward 

communities in top govt.jobs show the reservation policy has been 

successful. Do note that children of high-grade officers still get reservation 

benefits. The cream in the creamy layer is only going to get thicker, denying 

benefits to the truly needy. Enough has changed and time has come to 

recast reservations. 

         -Arishachopra, XB 



etcwr bjkns 

gj irax tkurhgS] 

var esa dpjs esa tkuk gSA 

ysfdu igys ges vkleku Nwdj fn[kkuk gS] 

cl ftanxh Hkh ;gh pkgrh gSAA 

 

dke djks ,slk dh igpku cu tk,] 

gj dne pyks ,slk fd fu'kku cu tk,A 

ftanxh rks lHkh dkV ysrs gS esjs nksLr] 

rw ftanxh th ,sls dh felky cu tk,AA 

 

lR; dks dgus ds fy,] 

fdlh 'kiFk dh t:jr ugh gksrh % 

ufn;ks dsk cgus ds fy,] 

fdlh iFk dh t:jr ugh gksrh % 

tks c<rs gS tekus es] 

vius etcwr bjkns ij % 

mUgsa viuh eafty ikus ds fy,] 

fdlh jFk dh t:jr ugh gksrh AA 

 

Shriya Joshi, IX B 

 

  



EVENTS 

Christmas Celebration 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Crib Making (Structural) 

 

 

 

  



Crib Making (Floral) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



OPTIMISM IS THE WAY OF LIVING LIFE 

 

Optimism is a strategy for making a better future. Optimism is about 

positivity, expectations, choices and strategies, about knowing that you are 

responsible for your life. The more optimistic you are, the more creative you 

can be. Optimism also plays a role in recovery from illness and disease. 

Optimism is the path to success. I believe it is the key to success. Think 

about the person you look up to, your role model and about they‟re success. 

Or maybe there‟s someone in your family who‟s been successful; think 

about what is it took to achieve success. It was just being positive, 

optimistic. If you lose any game, don‟t be nostalgic, cheerless. Wait for the 

right time to come for your winning; you have to be positive at that time. 

From our mistakes we will learn. A hope, positive reaction and the most 

clamant is the optimism. All these matter a lot. I would like to conclude with 

this that optimism is the part to success.    

         

- Devyanshi Rathore,IX B 

 

  



ExamPhobia- an overrated fear 

 

Exams are nothing you cry for or die for. It‟s not  that hard up something  to 

send you in depression. Just imagine life as the game of cricket and there is 

no other player or no wickets at the back. Only the balls are thrown at you 

one by one. A ball comes to you and by chance you missed it, it‟s gone 

now. What would you do? You‟ll kill yourself or think of as a loser? Take it 

as if you are parent and your kid missed a ball, would you be telling him/her 

to kill themselves? Or tell them, they are losers? Obviously not, then why is 

it so in the game of life, why? In life you will get several opportunities and 

you would definitely miss some. But you are not meant to be quite. The 

missed ones are just like trial balls and the next ones coming for you to face 

it more boldly. Exams are also like those balls, either the one you miss or 

the one you hit. But it can‟t declare you as a winner or a loser. Marks are 

just numbers and it has nothing to do with your intellect. It‟s only the 

education system we are all going through. Overcoming exam fear just 

needs you to be stress free and to be clear with your doubts and basic 

concepts. Exams are nothing to fear, marks does not prove your ability to 

achieve what you want or deserve. You only need to believe in yourself, and 

self-confidence is enough to overcome any of your fears then what‟s the 

question of the exam fear. It‟s very well said that, “everything you want is on 

the other side of your fears” you need to look on that „other side‟ and 

success is on your way.    

         

-CheryLuniya, IX C 

  



LoPN jgks 

pkjksa vkjs xanxh QSyh] 

dwMs+&djdV dk vackj A 

;g rks gS ckgjh xanxh] 

djyks rqe bldk mipkjA 

 

e= LoPNrk dk viukvksa] 

LoLFk] lcy thou dk nkuA 

nwj djks xanxh tgka¡ gks] 

djks ns'kHkj dk dY;k.k AA 

 

nwj xanxh gksusls] 

[kq'kh;ks dk lalkj clsxkA 

cLrh viuh lqanj gksxh] 

ok;q] nsg] eu] 'kq) jgsxkAA 

 

-Satyadeep Mishra, IX B 

    

  



YOUTH, SOCIETY AND DEVELOPMENT 

  When we hear the term youth, the first thing that comes in our mind is the 

energetic group of society who always wants positive change in their own 

community, society and over all development of the country. They change 

agent of society, who has the capacity to change society. According to 

United Nations „youth are those between age of 15 and 24 who are refered 

to as the backbone of any country‟. But even after the presence of this 

backbone why India is still lagging behind and is still a developing country. 

The reason behind this is that there are so many social, economic and 

political leaders. Lack of proper guidance leads them towards drugs, alcohol 

and violent activities. The current scenario gives another name to the youth 

i.e. „unused resources‟. Youngsters always  wants freedom from their 

parents. Directly or indirectly they want to contribute to nations developing 

but the elders are creating dependency on them even youth wants their own 

identity and status, but the existing society and cultures always crests 

obstacles for them. To develop the youth or motivate them to inspire from 

the society and strive hard to achieve their goals, social workers can pave a 

path. They must not just work on youth but work with the youth. Social 

workers have a great responsibility as here they do not have to make youth 

stand against the society and culture but instead connect them and lead to 

an interaction with their cultures. So here youth and society are two sides of 

the same coin. It always one or the other who is right be in youth‟s 

innovation and skills or this society‟s experience. So it is much better if they 

go parallel and contribute themselves as nation builders. They must both be 

accountable and responsible for their steps.             

-Samiksha Chundawat, IX C 



 

Career Counseling 

 

 

 



 

 


